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ABSTRACT: Adsorptive separation using narrow-micropore adsorbents has demonstrated the potential to separate hydrogen
isotopes. In this work, we employed an isotope-responsive separation using cobalt formate. A D2-responsive third sorption step was
revealed, and consequently, a noticeable difference was observed in the uptakes of D2 and H2. This may have resulted from the
additional space created for D2 due to its dense packing, as DFT calculations revealed that cobalt formate possesses 2.26 kJ/mol
higher binding strength for D2 than for H2. The exploitation of this D2-responsive third sorption step renders a promising separation
performance, with a D2/H2 selectivity of up to 44 at 25 K/1 bar. Lastly, cobalt formate was synthesized on a gram scale here, which
makes it a prospect for commercialization.

The development of cost-efficient methods of hydrogen
isotope separation is essential because of the rapidly

increasing demand in medical applications such as imaging and
cancer therapy, in scientific applications such as nonradioactive
isotope tracing and neutron scattering, and as a fuel for nuclear
fusion.1−9 Unfortunately, the existing separation methods, viz.,
cryogenic distillation and the Girdler sulfide process suffer
from low separation efficiencies (typical selectivity of <2.5)
due to the nearly identical kinetic diameters and physicochem-
ical properties of protium and deuterium.2−8,10,11 Recently,
crystalline nanoporous materials such as metal−organic
frameworks (MOFs) and zeolites have been proposed as
alternatives, supported by two newly proposed quantum
sieving (QS) separation mechanisms. The first of these novel
mechanisms is kinetic quantum sieving (KQS): D2, which has
a shorter de Broglie wavelength than H2, can diffuse faster
through confined pores under cryogenic conditions. The
second mechanism is chemical affinity quantum sieving
(CAQS): D2, which has a lower zero-point energy than H2,
can adsorb preferentially through the strong sorption sites
inside crystalline porous materials.2−13 Subsequently, H2/D2
separation techniques utilizing precisely controlled aperture
sizes,2,6 local flexibility of apertures,11 the gating effect of
dynamic pore opening,4 breathing transitions,7 binding
strengths,5,8,14 or two of these properties taken together3

have led to promising observations. The studies mentioned so
far have separated D2 and H2 using the minor differences in
boiling point,15 diffusion rate (KQS), and substrate interaction
energy (CAQS) rather than utilizing molecular recognition.
Although molecular recognition is widely applicable, a system
capable of responding selectively to D2 has remained
unachievable because of the indistinguishable properties of
hydrogen isotopes. However, Kim et al. recently reported the
first use of a flexible MOF, MIL-53(Al), which possesses a
second breathing step that can selectively recognize and
respond to D2 molecules.16 This finding suggests that the

specific isotope-responsive system enables the efficient
separation of D2 from H2 in a mixture of the isotopes.
Unfortunately, the aforementioned work did not report the
separation properties.
Herein we report the second example of a deuterium-

responsive system and explore for the first time its H2/D2
separation performance. The current investigation involves
cobalt formate (CoFA), a diamondoid open-channel frame-
work consisting of Co-centered CoCo4 nodes and formate
linkers (Figure 1).17,18 The accessible void volume of CoFA
has been estimated to be 29.9% of the total framework volume,
and the channel dimensions are 4 Å × 5 Å.17 Because of its
zigzag channel configuration and strong coordination bonding,
CoFA is stable under the inclusion and occlusion of a variety of
guest molecules.17 Consequently, CoFA has delivered some
interesting separation results. For example, Li et al.18 observed
that commensurate adsorption plays a critical role in
hydrocarbon separation using CoFA, which has also been
theoretically proven by Krishna and van Baten.19 Furthermore,
commensurate-adsorption-driven separation of xenon from
other noble gases was reported by Wang et al.20 To date,
separation studies employing CoFA have dealt exclusively with
the phenomenon of commensurate adsorption.18−21 In
contrast to the previous studies, where CoFA exhibited single
sorption steps, an isotope-selective third sorption step was
observed solely for the sorption of D2. This step is not
observed during H2 sorption under identical experimental
conditions. Thus, the isotope-selective third sorption step for
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D2 and the isotope separation performance were studied
through high-resolution low-pressure isotherm experiments
and advanced cryogenic in situ thermal desorption spectros-
copy (ACTDS). It is noteworthy that CoFA was synthesized
on a gram scale and readily scaled up for mass production by
modification of a reported synthesis method (see the
Supporting Information and Figures S1−S4 for detailed
synthesis and characterization).17 Since most reports on QS
using MOFs originate from academic research groups, which
typically do not optimize for yield and crystallization time, this
large-scale-produced MOF can be also considered for future
commercial applications.
The interesting isotope-responsive behavior of CoFA was

revealed during H2 and D2 sorption analyses at various
temperatures from 77 K to the respective condensation points.
H2 isotherms exhibited two-step sorption behavior with a slight
hysteresis below 40 K (Figure 2a). Above 60 K, the H2
isotherms exhibited a sorption behavior that was similar to
that exhibited by the D2 isotherms (Figure 2b). The

comparison of the sorption isotherms at the condensation
temperatures of H2 (20 K) and D2 (23 K) revealed the
existence of an additional third sorption step solely for D2
(Figure 2c). The second sorption step for D2 commenced at
0.03 mbar, which is 15 times lower pressure than that at which
the second sorption step commenced for H2 (0.20 mbar). This
indicates that the affinity of CoFA for D2 exceeds that for H2
(Figure 2c, region A). Furthermore, the D2-responsive third
sorption step commenced at 30 mbar, resulting in a notable
increase (ca. 13%) in the total uptake for D2 relative to that for
H2 (Figure 2c, region B). The existence of the third sorption
step and the plausible binding sites for CoFA shown in Figure
1 are in line with the neutron scattering and NMR studies
conducted with H2- and D2-loaded Mg analogues of CoFA,
respectively.22,23 The existence of two sorption steps suggests
that as a result of the shortage of pore space following the
adsorption of H2 on two sites near metal nodes (first and
second sorption sites), the third site for H2 becomes blocked.
However, the stronger binding of D2 at the first and second
sites results in densification of the adsorbed D2 and thus leads
to a shorter bonding length. This may create extra space at the
channel center for D2 adsorption at higher loadings. Density
functional theory (DFT) calculations also showed that the
binding strength of D2 is greater than that of H2 by 2.26 kJ/
mol. Thus, the stronger binding of D2 leads to the shorter
bonding length, resulting in the extra space (third sorption
site) in the middle of channel at higher loadings (Figure S14).
Furthermore, sorption of D2 always starts at a lower pressure
than sorption of H2, and a sorption step shifts to a higher
pressure with temperature, also providing evidence for a
difference in the affinities of the isotopes for the framework
(Figure 2).
To further assess the sorption sites of CoFA, ACTDS was

performed following exposure to pure H2 and D2 gas at 20 and
23 K, respectively. The desorption spectra given in Figure S5
show two energetically distinct D2 binding sites instead of
three sorption sites as inferred from the isotherm of Figure 2b.5

This deviation comes from the one-dimensional channel
structure with similar sorption strengths, as the first and
second sorptions are observed at pressures below 1 mbar.
Therefore, the first and second desorption peaks overlap
during desorption at higher temperatures. The broader
transition knee observed for the sorption step also indicates
that the first and second sorption sites are energetically similar
and that adsorption occurs at these sites first, without much

Figure 1. Illustration of the structure of CoFA with one-dimensional
zigzag channels running along the b axis and the plausible H2/D2
binding sites inside the channels.

Figure 2. (a, b) Isotherms for sorption of (a) H2 and (b) D2 on CoFA measured at various temperatures, with the pressure shown on a logarithmic
scale. (c, d) Comparison of H2 and D2 sorption isotherms (c) at 20 and 23 K, respectively, and (d) at 40 K.
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time elapsing between them. As a result, the preferential D2
sorption at the first and second sites is indicated by the
appearance of a single desorption signal at high temperature
(Figure S5) and created additional space due to the densely
packed D2 sorption, leading to the appearance of the strong
desorption peak at low temperature (third site). Inspired by
the discovery of the novel isotope-responsive third sorption
site, we further investigated the desorption properties of D2/H2
mixtures on CoFA using ACTDS. CoFA was exposed to H2/
D2 mixtures at varying pressure loadings (up to 1 bar) and
exposure temperatures (Texp = 25−60 K) (Figures 3 and S6−
S8). The TDS spectra measured at Texp = 25 K showed high-
intensity desorption signals for D2 (Figure 3a), implying the
preferential occupation of all sites by D2. Furthermore, the size
of the desorption peak at low temperatures increased only for
D2 when the pressure loading was increased from 20 to 1000
mbar, which can be ascribed to the increase in adsorption
space due to internal space modulation (by densification)
arising solely from D2 adsorption (this may also be termed the
isotope-responsive third sorption site). In contrast, with an
increase in exposure time, the amount of H2 adsorbed near
metal nodes decreased, indicating the replacement of H2 with
D2, which may have been caused by the stronger chemical
affinity of CoFA for D2, as shown in the inset of Figure 3b and
also observed in the DFT calculations. At Texp ≈ 25 K, D2
binding occurred at the weak binding sites as well as the strong
binding site, but with an increase in exposure temperature, the
intensity of the desorption signal from the weaker binding site
decreased, and at Texp ≈ 60 K it almost disappeared (Figures
S6−S8).

The direct mixture selectivity was further verified by
calculating the selectivity for D2 over H2 (SD2/H2

). SD2/H2
at

Texp ≈ 25 K increased with pressure loading, and the maximum
selectivity of 16.6 was observed at 1 bar, which can be related
to a significant increase in the D2 uptake resulting from the
third sorption step (Figure 3c). Similarly, the difference
between the D2 and H2 uptake amounts reached a maximum at
a pressure loading of 500 mbar, and the maximum SD2/H2

at
Texp ≈ 40 K was found to be 6.7 at this pressure loading.
However, at Texp ≈ 40 K, because of the shift of the sorption
step to a higher pressure, the uptake difference decreased at 1
bar, which translated to a lower SD2/H2

(Figure 3d). When Texp

was increased to 60 K, the sorption step shifted to a pressure
higher than the measurement range of the instrument.
Consequently, the uptake difference between H2 and D2

appears to be almost constant, and so does the value of
SD2/H2

, irrespective of the pressure loading (Figure S9a).

Furthermore, as exposure temperature increased, SD2/H2

decreased because the amount of D2 decreased and the
amount of H2 increased (Figures S9b and S10). Because of
KQS, diffusion also plays a crucial role in the adsorption
process at lower temperatures, which is evidenced by the
continuous increase in SD2/H2

with increasing time at Texp ≈ 25

K (Figure S11). At an exposure time of 1 h, SD2/H2
was

estimated to be 25.8. This high selectivity can be ascribed to
the synergistic effect of KQS and isotope-responsive sorption.
These synergistic kinetic effects weaken at higher temperatures,

Figure 3. (a, b) TDS spectra of H2/D2 mixtures measured at an exposure temperature of 25 K with varying (a) pressure loading at 10 min holding
and (b) exposure time at 1 bar loading. (c, d) SD2/H2

for equimolar D2/H2 mixtures as a function of pressure loading measured at (c) 25 K and (d)

40 K. The insets in (c) and (d) show selected pressure loadings, marked with colored lines matching the colors of the respective SD2/H2
points.
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and therefore, increasing the exposure time has a limited effect
on SD2/H2

at Texp ≈ 40 K.
The third sorption step is observed solely for D2 at pressures

exceeding 30 mbar. Therefore, to utilize this phenomenon for
the separation of D2, the sample was loaded with D2 at 30
mbar, and subsequently exposed to the isotope mixture at 1 bar
pressure (Figures 4a, S12, and S13). Due to the preferential

adsorption of D2 via the third sorption step, a drastic increase
in the D2 amount can be seen. This caused a significant
increase in SD2/H2

, which was estimated to be 44 at Texp ≈ 25 K

(Figure 4a). The SD2/H2
for CoFA is compared to those of

major reported adsorbents in Figure 4b and Table
S1.2,3,6,7,11,12,24−27 All these observations indicate that
utilization of third sorption step facilitates the D2 separation
process effectively and that CoFA can be one of the promising
alternative materials for D2 separation.
In summary, CoFA, a diamondoid framework with one-

dimensional open zigzag channels, was experimentally
investigated for hydrogen isotope separation. This work is
the second example of a deuterium-selective system reported
to date and constitutes the first investigation of the H2/D2
separation performance of this novel system. The maximum
SD2/H2

of 26 and D2 uptake of ca. 7 mmol/g were estimated at
25 K and 1 bar for a 1:1 isotope mixture, which are among the
highest values reported. Furthermore, the utilization of the

third sorption step allowed the adsorption of D2 only, thereby
enhancing SD2/H2

to 44. Hence, the current study proves that
the strategy of selective exploitation of the third sorption step
is instrumental in D2/H2 separation. In addition, this might
pave the way for the separation of other challenging materials
that are inseparable using existing separation methods.
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